INSTRUCTIONS

Out Work! Out Play!

Our Vision
PowerNet Inc. is dedicated to providing quality products at affordable prices. Our goal is to develop the
skills of the young, old, seasoned and professional athletes through training, reps and practice. Further
building confidence leading to consistent winning performance.
Using PowerNet’s equipment indoors and outdoors creates better players. PowerNet gives the
opportunity to have the accessibility to practice anywhere with our nets and equipment. We believe
that using the process of integrating practice in your daily lives allows you to mold the next generation
into professionals & professionals into icons through their performance. Separating the best players
from the good by providing life skills for the future.

Thank you for choosing Powernet
Other Items Available:

Sweet Spot Bat

Micro Heavies

POWERNETBASEBALLNET

@POWERNET_BASEBALL

Out Work!
Out Play!
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1003F| I-SCREEN

1003F | I-SCREEN

INSTRUCTIONS

EASY SETUP & EASY TEARDOWN
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4b. Then insert fiberglass
pole into the same side’s
base leg post.

2. Slip the bottom of the net
sleeve over the middle bar.

4a. Slip one net sleeve
3. Repeat Step 1 for

NOTE:
1. Insert middle bar into one side

Use

the

opposite side with base

sleeve

over one of the lower
fiberglass poles.

leg and middle bar.

without the PowerNet logo.

base leg and snap into place.

PARTS LIST

5.

6.

8.

7. LOAD

8. Repeat Step 7 for
opposite side’s second

LOWER POLES

UPPER POLES

(1) NET
(1) MIDDLE BAR
(2) BASE LEG
(2) LOWER POLE
(2) UPPER POLE
(4) GROUND STAKE
(1) CARRY BAG

white loop.

7. Standing by the net, on one side, slide sleeve up and pull one
fiberglass pole towards yourself and hook the white loop on net
5. Repeat Step 4 for opposite side with second lower

6. Insert one upper fiberglass pole

fiberglass pole.

into each lower fiberglass pole.

around the silver notch.

WARNING: Don’t stand in direction of the pole’s load when
bending. The pole may snap back and cause injury.

CHECK OUT OUR VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS AT:
Out Work! Out Play!
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WWW.POWERNETINC.NET

WARNING:
•

Use adult supervision and follow instructions

•

Frequent use and/or abuse will eventually

when using and setting up the net.

strain the net and will cause breakage.

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL

